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A B S T R A C T 

We report the disco v ery and characterization of high-speed ( > 100 km s −1 ) horizontal flows in solar activ e re gions, making use 
of the Sun-as-a-star spectroscopy in the range 5–105 nm provided by the EVE (Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Experiment) 
spectrometers on the Solar Dynamics Observatory . These apparent flows are persistent on time-scales of days, and are well 
observed in lines of Mg X , Si XII , and Fe XVI for e xample. The y are prograde, as evidenced directly by blueshifts/redshifts peaking 

at the east/west limb passages of isolated active regions. The high-speed flow behaviour does not depend upon activ e-re gion 

latitude or solar cycle, with similar behaviour in Cycles 24 and 25. 

Key words: Sun: corona – Sun: X-rays, gamma-rays. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

pectroscopy of the solar corona in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
an detect coronal flows via the Doppler effect, and considerable
iterature exists based on the CDS, 1 SUMER, 2 and EIS 

3 instruments
n particular. For re vie ws, see e.g. Reale ( 2014 ) and Del Zanna &

ason ( 2018 ). Particular attention has focused on vertical (radial)
otions that might relate to the formation of the solar wind (‘open’
elds) and loop-like structures (‘closed’ fields), and with transient
ows associated with flares. These high-resolution instruments
se scanning slits, with limited fields of view and incomplete
ime-domain co v erage. Ho we ver, mosaic tiling can produce global
oppler maps such as those shown by Brooks, Ugarte-Urra & Warren

 2015 ); their example took 2 d of observation to accumulate and,
n a global scale, generally suggested patchy line-of-sight flows
elow ±15 km s −1 in Fe XIII 20.2 nm, nominally formed at log 
 [K] = 6.25. 
This paper reports on global flow properties, as distinguished from

ransient effects. We find that quiet-Sun Doppler shifts at active-
egion temperatures show a persistent prograde zonal character
hat had not been recognized by the earlier imaging-spectroscopy
nstruments. Our observations come from the SDO/EVE/MEGS 

4 

nstrument that produces Sun-as-a-star spectra of many emission
ines formed throughout the solar atmosphere. We specifically use
 E-mail: hugh.hudson@glasgow.ac.uk (HSH); 
argam.mulay@glasgow.ac.uk (SMM); lyndsay.fletcher@glasgow.ac.uk 
LF) 
 Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (SOHO) 
 Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SOHO) 
 EUV imaging spectrometer ( Hinode ) 
 Extreme Ultraviolet Experiment/Multiple Grating Spectrograph 
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he MEGS-B spectrometer (Woods et al. 2012 ), which has co v erage
ostly of the chromosphere and transition region, but also a few

oronal lines o v er a spectral band approximately 33–105 nm. These
ata have remarkable stability , continuity , and sensitivity; Hudson
t al. ( 2011 ) showed that the He II 30.4 nm line readily detected
he SDO orbital motion of 6.1 km s −1 peak-to-peak, with high
ignificance. EVE could also detect flare-related Doppler shifts, even
t its basic 10-s sampling. Note that the orbital diurnal Doppler
mplitude is only 0.6 pm as compared with the 40 pm spectral
inning: the Doppler observations studied here correspond to subtle
hifts of the line centroids well below the scale of the bin width
r of the instrumental line width. It was clear nevertheless from
hese early characterizations (see also Brown, Fletcher & Labrosse
016 ; Chamberlin 2016 ) that the Doppler measurements were robust,
nd that variability on longer time-scales (i.e. the non-flaring Sun)
as also present. Recent observations of the flare SOL2021-10-
8 also found high-speed ejecta (of the order of 500 km s −1 ) in
EGS-B Doppler observations of transition-region lines (Yang et al.

022 ). 
This paper describes the first exploration of longer time-scales

 ≥1 h) in Sun-as-a-star Doppler observations not associated with
ares. The results are global in nature, because of EVE’s Sun-as-a-
tar character, but we can identify the observed flows with active
egions in detail because of the occurrence of isolated regions.
t is worth noting that many earlier observations have detected
ows in EUV lines, but not what EVE shows us. Klimchuk ( 1987 )
ummarizes some of the earlier work with ‘...no clear and complete
icture of active region dynamics has yet emerged...’ In view of
ur new results, this may still be a reasonable assessment. The EIS
nstrument (Culhane et al. 2007 ) on Hinode in particular should
ave the capability to detect what we report below. We describe the
esulting tension below in Section 4 . 
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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Table 1. MEGS-B non-flare line list. 

Wavelength, Å Species Ion log T [K] 

335.41 Fe XVI 6.49 
360.76 Fe XVI 6.49 
368.07 Mg IX 6.00 
434.92 Mg VII 5.80 
436.73 Mg VIII 5.90 
439.18 Mg IX 6.05 
445.70 S XIV 6.50 
465.22 Ne VII 5.70 
499.41 Si XII 6.30 
521.00 Si XII 6.30 
525.79 O III 4.90 
537.03 He I 5.52 
554.51 O IV 5.20 
584.34 He I 5.44 
599.59 O III 5.00 
609.80 Mg X 6.07 
624.94 Mg X 6.07 
629.73 O V 5.35 
718.53 O II 4.45 
770.41 Ne VIII 5.81 
790.20 O IV 5.20 
835.50 O II 4.52 
949.70 H I 4.0 
972.54 H I 4.0 
977.16 C III 4.85 
991.51 N III 4.95 
1025.72 H I 4.0 
1031.91 O VI 5.5 

Figure 1. Relative Doppler shifts for several MEGS-B lines, taking zero 
velocity as the time-series median in each case. The error bars here are from 

the Gaussian line-fitting and are larger than the statistical uncertainties in 
all cases. Each point represents an integration from 17:00-18:00 UT to a v oid 
minor diurnal systematic errors (see text). The legend names the lines and 
(except for Lyman- γ ) gives their wavelengths in Å, as well as the log ( T ). The 
figure legend lists the lines in the order they appear in the major excursion at 
about Day 13. 
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 OBSERVATIONS  

.1 Ov er view 

he data we discuss in this paper come entirely from the MEGS-B
pectrograph of the EVE instrument onboard SDO. The MEGS-B 

esign has two fixed concave gratings with a CCD camera at the
ocal plane, and potential wavelength shifts from thermal gradients 
re reduced by tight control of the MEGS-B temperature range to 
ess than 1 C. We do not use MEGS-A because of astigmatism in the
ptics, which produces wavelength shifts comparable to the ones we 
tudy; at present, these artefacts cannot be corrected (Crotser et al. 
007 ; Chamberlin 2016 ). 
MEGS-B has no imaging capability and observes Sun-as-star 

pectra with a resolution of 1 Å and a cadence of 10 s initially
from 2010 April), reduced to 60 s in 2019 to impro v e the signal-
o-noise ratio of the data. The geostationary orbit of SDO gives 
hese data continuity on any time-scale in principle, but in practice 
he slow degradation of the MEGS-B optics requires that it be 
perated only intermittently, with varying patterns o v er the years 
f observation, and almost al w ays with some data each day. This
oes not affect the results presented in this paper, because daily 
ampling suffices to characterize the global Doppler patterns we have 
ound. 

Unwanted diurnal noise provides another systematic issue for 
he EVE/MEGS data. This arises in the Level-2 and Level-2B 

ata products from a correction made to minimize the effects of
ackground electrons, which can be detected at CCD locations in the 
nstrument not used for spectra. The electron fluxes have a diurnal 
attern, maximizing in the antisolar direction when SDO is slightly 
enetrating the radiation belts or geotail. The correction has a subtle 
ffect on the EUV wavelength calibrations, and different lines show 

ifferent patterns. Early in the mission this noise term was not large,
ut it grew with time and has not been studied e xtensiv ely. Mitigation
ould be outside the scope of the work here; we a v oid most of

he issue by simply sampling the data in the antigeotail direction 
t local SDO perihelion times (17:00-18:00 UT , corresponding 
o local noon for the geosynchronous downlink station in New 

exico). 
Generally, our data reduction consists of making standard single- 

aussian fits, including a quadratic background level for each 
ine (six free parameters). At the 1 Å resolution of EVE, blends 
requently occur but are minimally important for the MEGS- 
 line list shown in Table 1 . The results in this paper further
 v oid confusing blends by using multiple redundant lines for 
onfirmation. 

Because of the no v elty of these data, and the tension they present
elative to the literature (Section 4 ), we briefly discuss possible
ystematic errors in our data base here. First, EVE has relatively low
pectral resolution and at the level of precision used here, both known
nd unknown blends might confuse the Doppler measurements. For 
 given line, an unwanted blend would indeed produce a spurious
oppler shift, but it would be the same sense at either limb, and thus

annot contribute to the asymmetry we observe. Secondly, unstable 
avelength calibrations might concei v ably occur, but cool lines not 

ho wing the flo ws demonstrate great stability. Lines showing large 
oppler shifts (hot) and lines not showing them (cool) occur near 

ach other in wavelength. We do not consider the effects of finite
ptical depth, but the flows do occur in lines of varying strengths.
inally, existing EUV data do show blue asymmetries and upflows 

n specific sites, but with net velocities too small to explain the EVE

bservations. 

E  
.2 The 2010 epoch 

ig. 1 shows an example of the observations o v er a 11-week time-
pan at the end of 2010, for wavelengths listed in the Legend with
avelengths ( Å) and log T estimates. This time interval immediately

ollowed the Cycle 23/24 solar minimum and was during the first
ear of SDO operations. It further included isolated active regions 
rom which we could infer Doppler shifts without ambiguities despite 
VE’s lack of imaging. The figure reveals a clear pattern of Doppler
MNRASL 515, L84–L88 (2022) 
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Figure 2. The early part of the time-series of Fig. 1 , with sample frames from 

the AIA 94 Å channel to illustrate the activ e-re gion populations resulting in 
the Doppler excursions. 
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Figure 3. Correlations between EVE Doppler residuals and AIA image X- 
centroids. Left, Mg X 62.5 nm; right, Ne VIII 770 nm. 

Figure 4. The Doppler/image correlation in a different format, and now for 
two solar rotations of data from 2018. Left, the Si XII 52.1 nm flux and 
Doppler time-series; right, their clockwise correlations for the two rotations 
(red inner loop from January). Again, the phase shift is that expected for 
prograde flows. 
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ariation on time-scales characteristic of activ e-re gion dev elopment
nd of solar rotation. The error bars show only the parameter
ncertainties for the Gaussian fit for each line profile, and thereby
ignificantly exceed the statistical errors because the instrumental
ine profiles are only approximately Gaussians. 

The hotter lines have larger amplitudes in these large-scale Doppler
ariations, but the absolute velocities remain to be determined. The
eason for this uncertainty is the lack of absolute wavelength cali-
rations at the accuracy needed. This uncertainty does not affect our
onclusions in any way because we report only differential Doppler
hifts; the stability of these relative measurements is guaranteed by
eep atmospheric lines (such as Lyman- γ ) that do not show the high-
peed flows. Re-calibration to a v oid these perturbations is beyond the
cope of this paper. The actual v ector v elocities in any case can only
e determined up to the limit imposed by geometrical projection
ffects (see further discussion below in Section 3 ). 

The association of these global Doppler shifts with active regions is
ell established by Fig. 1 ; the decrease of the large relative redshift

n early 2010 No v ember coincides with gradual disappearance of
OAA region 11117 (central meridian passage October 25, spot area

bout 500 MSH 

5 at occultation). This was immediately followed
y the SE limb appearance of regions 11121, 11124, and 11125,
orresponding to the observ ed relativ e blueshift. We emphasize
his behaviour in the graphic of Fig. 2 . Other isolated regions, not
iscussed here, establish that the flow direction does not depend upon
atitude. 

For the same time range, we have also obtained daily AIA
4 Å images and extracted the east-west (EW) image centroids by
alculating the intensity-weighted mean 

¯
 = 

∑ 

X × I ( x , y ) 
∑ 

I ( x , y ) 
, 

here I ( x , y ) is the image and X is the helioprojective EW angle
ormalized to R �. This leads to the correlation between EVE Doppler
hift of Mg X [log( T ) = 6.05] and AIA image structure seen
n the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 . Interestingly the Ne VIII line
77 nm; log( T ) = 5.8] and other transition-region lines do not
how this correlation. At present, our knowledge of the temperature
ependence of the flow speeds is limited, but the figure shows a
NRASL 515, L84–L88 (2022) 

 Millionths of the Solar Hemisphere 

d
 

f  
triking distinction between the behaviour of a coronal line at the
ore temperature of an active region, and that of a transition-region
ine still at a relatively high formation temperature. 

.3 Later times 

e have searched extensively over the EVE data base, continuing
ow into Cycle 25. The properties found in the 2010 data described
bo v e continue, independent of region latitude or cycle number.
lthough we have not made complete detailed studies, it appears

hat the measured component of the flow has a net prograde sense
along lines of heliolatitude in the direction of solar rotation). We
ave not yet searched for a dependence on the tilt angle, but this would
e informative. Fig. 4 shows another example of the Doppler/image
orrelation for a period in 2018, using a slightly different format.
ere, we illustrate the phase lag between AR brightness (disc
assage) and Doppler signature (limb passage), finding as expected
 roughly 90 ◦ phase lag for redshifts. 

 I NTERPRETATI ON  

he observed Doppler shifts are lower limits for the horizontal flows,
hich we observe in projection. A further limiting factor is that AIA

mages and monochromatic EIS images (e.g. Brooks et al. 2015 )
how large contributions from the general corona and multiple active
egions, which will dilute the EVE line shifts. Both projection and
ilution effects thus tend to make our Doppler speeds lower limits. 
The prograde sense of the observed flows matches the expectation

or siphon action between stronger leading-polarity field regions and
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Figure 5. A glimpse of the Doppler co v erage of AR 10798 (2007 December) 
as observed by EIS in Fe XII 195 Å (log T = 6.1), adapted from Bryans et al. 
( 2010 ). The Doppler colour table (lower panels) has a range ±15 km s −1 . 
Without reference to the details, this is sufficient to highlight the tension 
between EIS and EVE (see text). 
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Figure 6. Emissivity functions G(T) normalized to their maxima (from 

Chianti; Dere et al. 1997 ) for rele v ant EIS lines (Fe XII 195 Å and Fe XV 

284 Å) and EVE lines (Mg X 624 Å and Si XII 499 Å; these Li-like ions have 
response at higher temperatures). 
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eaker following fields. Howev er, e xisting models (Cargill & Priest
980 ; Orlando, Peres & Serio 1995 ) do not suggest any rele v ance to
he observed high-speed flows. 

We suspect that most closed activ e-re gion magnetic fields support
he pattern that EVE detects, because of its perv asi ve presence of the
oppler signatures in our Sun-as-a-star data. This has implications 

or structural dynamics and for the generation of turbulence, as well 
s for general scaling laws (Orlando et al. 1995 ). As noted by Lenz
t al. ( 1999 ), we would not even detect these loops if they did not
ontain hot plasma. Future theory and modelling of the hot core loops
f activ e re gions will need to deal with the relationship between
emperature and flow speed. 

 C A N  W E  R E C O N C I L E  EIS  A N D  E V E  

OPPLER  OBSERVATIONS?  

hy have the scanning-slit EUV spectrometers not detected the flow 

atterns described abo v e? In particular, the Hinode /EIS instrument 
mmediately had an excellent opportunity to do so, with its early 
bservations of the nicely isolated major active region NOAA 10978 
racked across its disc passage in 2007 December and the subject 
f many studies (Hara et al. 2008 ; Bryans, Young & Doschek 2010 ;
eter 2010 ; Brooks & Warren 2012 ). For the most part, these studies
ave emphasized high-speed blueshifts as possible contributors to 
he solar wind along open fields. Fig. 5 illustrates the Bryans et al.
ata for Fe XII 195 Å (log T = 6.1), and at a glance one cannot see the
ystematic high-speed flows expected from our EVE data; we would 
xpect to see predominant blueshifts at the east and predominant 
edshifts at the west; note also that the entire scale of the Doppler
hifts in this figure is only ±15 km s −1 . 

We cannot conclusively resolve this tension here but see no reason 
o doubt the EVE results. One suggestion is that the EVE hot flows
re most visible at higher temperatures (cf. Fig. 3 ). Much of the early
IS w ork w as done with Fe XII 195 Å, and reported predominantly
lueshifts (and also the mixed flow directions seen in the bottom 

anels of Fig. 5 . Peter ( 2010 ) studied Fe XV 284 Å as well, and found
 xamples of re gions with v ery broad wing contributions; this may be a
int that the choice of fit parameters for the high-resolution data (EIS)
ay obscure the presence of such broad wings. We note from Fig. 6

hat Fe XII has a sharply defined emissivity function G(T), whereas 
he (Li-like) EVE lines best showing the global effects described here 
ave G(T) values extending to high temperatures, another possible 
ource of bias. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have used Sun-as-a-star observations to reveal a general property 
f activ e-re gion coronal plasmas: the y contain high-speed prograde
ows. 

(i) The flows are stable and persistent, varying on time-scales of 
ays. 
(ii) The flows are present in coronal lines but not in transition-

egion or chromospheric lines. 
(iii) There are perceptible differences in the flows at different 

emperatures, but we cannot yet characterize a detailed temperature 
ependence. 
(iv) The prograde character of the flows does not depend upon 

ctiv e-re gion latitude or sunspot cycle. 

These results had not been anticipated or predicted in any detail
y other EUV spectroscopic observations, which is a puzzle. The 
rograde sense of the flows matches that expected for siphon action
n the leader-follower magnetic fields of an active region, which 
ay provide a clue towards a physical explanation. To follow up

bservationally, we think that image comparisons in detail will be 
 ery helpful. F or e xample, detecting a flow-speed dependence on
he tilt angles of active regions would improve our quantitative 
nderstanding of the flows and hence help to understand their origin.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to conduct special EIS

bservations designed to confirm what EVE sees, but the referee 
oints out that a well-designed differential measurement should be 
ossible, and also that existing archi v al EIS data may show the EVE
ows with re-analysis. We note one well-designed data set from the

iterature: Tsubaki ( 1983 ) reported high-resolution observations of 
he green coronal line of Fe XIV , comparing E and W limbs, and did
ot see the effect reported in this paper. For these observations, the
inimum height of the (curved) slit was 8700 km abo v e the limb,
hich may be a clue to the non-observation in this case. 
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